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1 What is an invertebrate?
An animal without a spine

2 A piece of string is 16cm. I cut off 7cm. How long is my string now?
9cm

3 When you are side-marking an opponent in netball where should you look?
Over your shoulder

4 Which musical instrument is played by Bart Simpson's sister?
Saxophone

5 In which direction should you orientate your map?
North

6 What effect does air resistance have on a falling object?
It slows down the falling object

7 Who makes the rules at home?
Parent or other adult

8 What does "WiFi" mean?
Wireless Fidelity

9 Yasmin saved 35p for 15 weeks. How much did she save altogether?
£5.25

10 What is the source of light in an electrical circuit?
Bulb

11 Which word beginning with "H" is a synonym of HASTILY?
Hurriedly

12 What is the hardest substance known to man?
Diamond

13 What type of Music included composers such as Bach and Beethoven?
Classical
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14 Which is the nearest 10 to 33?
30

15 What should you always wear when cycling?
Helmet

16 Up to what age do Children’s Rights apply?
18

17 Which of these four "Forte; piano; pianissimo; concerto;" is NOT a dynamic instruction?
Concerto

18 Your facial muscles allow you to do what?
Change your facial expressions

19 If a stray dog comes running towards you what should you do?
Stand still

20 In music, what is an "Ensemble"?
A group of musicians playing together

21 Spell "Wonderful".
WONDERFUL

22 Name the 8 planets in the correct order starting at Mercury.
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

23 When should you orientate your map?
When you change direction

24 In terms of graphics, what does the "crop" tool do?
It allows you to select and use part of an image

25 Of these four "Stigma; stamen; style; ovary;"  which one is NOT a female part of a flower?
Stamen

26 In an orchestra or large band, who directs the musicians?
The conductor
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27 What is a musical accompaniment?
A musical part played in the background or in support of another voice or instrument

28 What is 8 x 7?
56

29 What is the Internet?
A worldwide collection of computers which are connected together

30 What is double 47?
94

31 Where would you write the address on a postcard?
On the back, on the right-hand side

32 Spell "Quizzes".
QUIZZES

33 What is the source of power in an electrical circuit?
Battery

34 What affects the type of movement of a cam follower in a cam system?
The shape of the cam

35 What is the name given to the lines on an orienteering map that show there is a hill?
Contours

36 What colour is a building on an orienteering map?
Black

37 Can you find the rule of this sequence? 6, 12, 18, 24, 30
The numbers increase in 6s

38 What effect does nicotine from cigarettes have on the body?
It makes you crave more
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39 Roughly how many pounds in 1kg?
2.2 pounds

40 How many points are there in the compass rose?
32

41 Spell the word "Tuesday".
TUSEDAY

42 Which of these four drugs  "Cocaine; Alcohol; Cigarettes; Caffeine;" is illegal?
Cocaine

43 What is the name of the commercial radio station that plays only classical music?
Classic FM

44 Spell "Guilt".
GUILT

45 What does permeability mean?
how well a material allows another substance to pass through it

46 What is the name of the people who represent us in the council?
Councillors

47 Who is the founder of Sikhism?
Guru Nanak

48 What is the longest river in Europe?
Volga

49 What is the name of the place where rocks are extracted from the ground?
Quarry

50 Christians believe that Jesus was resurrected.  What does that mean?
Jesus rose from the dead
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1 What is an invertebrate?

2 A piece of string is 16cm. I cut off 7cm. How long is my string now?

3 When you are side-marking an opponent in netball where should you look?

4 Which musical instrument is played by Bart Simpson's sister?

5 In which direction should you orientate your map?

6 What effect does air resistance have on a falling object?

7 Who makes the rules at home?

8 What does "WiFi" mean?

9 Yasmin saved 35p for 15 weeks. How much did she save altogether?

10 What is the source of light in an electrical circuit?

11 Which word beginning with "H" is a synonym of HASTILY?

12 What is the hardest substance known to man?

13 What type of Music included composers such as Bach and Beethoven?
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14 Which is the nearest 10 to 33?

15 What should you always wear when cycling?

16 Up to what age do Children’s Rights apply?

17 Which of these four "Forte; piano; pianissimo; concerto;" is NOT a dynamic instruction?

18 Your facial muscles allow you to do what?

19 If a stray dog comes running towards you what should you do?

20 In music, what is an "Ensemble"?

21 Spell "Wonderful".

22 Name the 8 planets in the correct order starting at Mercury

23 When should you orientate your map?

24 In terms of graphics, what does the "crop" tool do?

25 Of these four "Stigma; stamen; style; ovary;"  which one is NOT a female part of a flower?

26 In an orchestra or large band, who directs the musicians?
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27 What is a musical accompaniment?

28 What is 8 x 7?

29 What is the Internet?

30 What is double 47?

31 Where would you write the address on a postcard?

32 Spell "Quizzes".

33 What is the source of power in an electrical circuit?

34 What affects the type of movement of a cam follower in a cam system?

35 What is the name given to the lines on an orienteering map that show there is a hill?

36 What colour is a building on an orienteering map?

37 Can you find the rule of this sequence? 6, 12, 18, 24, 30

38 What effect does nicotine from cigarettes have on the body?
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39 Roughly how many pounds in 1kg?

40 How many points are there in the compass rose?

41 Spell the word "Tuesday".

42 Which of these four drugs  "Cocaine; Alcohol; Cigarettes; Caffeine;" is illegal?

43 What is the name of the commercial radio station that plays only classical music?

44 Spell "Guilt".

45 What does permeability mean?

46 What is the name of the people who represent us in the council?

47 Who is the founder of Sikhism?

48 What is the longest river in Europe?

49 What is the name of the place where rocks are extracted from the ground?

50 Christians believe that Jesus was resurrected.  What does that mean?
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